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From NLS to Social Semantic Web 





NLS : « ONLINE SYSTEM », COLLABORATIVE 
KNOWLEDGE BUILDING SYSTEM 

 Mouse 
 Distributed teams 
 Create, edit, navigate in hyper-documents 
 Real-time editor for text and graphics 
 Shared cursors across networks 
 Multi-windows to show different perspective 
 Video and audio conference 



FIRST GROUPWARE IN 68… 

Engelbart, NLS, 1968, 
Audio/Video + shared document  

http://sloan.stanford.edu/MouseSite/1968Demo.html 



ENGELBART MOTIVATIONS (1960) 

  "The complexity and urgency of the problems 
faced by us earth-bound humans are increasing 
much faster than are our aggregate capabilities 
for understanding and coping with them. This is 
a very serious problem; and there are strategic 
actions we can take, collectively". 



ENGELBART APPROACH 

 Augment human intellectual capacity by 
augmenting our collective intelligence  

  "The grand challenge is to boost the collective 
IQ* of organizations and of society". 

Those organizations, communities, institutions, 
and nations that successfully bootstrap their 
collective IQ will achieve the highest levels of 
performance and success.  



AUGMENTING OUR COLLECTIVE IQ 

  "Develop knowledge collection" : codifying 
and structuring knowledge 

  "Use networked improvement 
communities" : communities for developing and 
maintaining knowledge 

  "Co-evolution of Tools and Work" Build new tools, 
use them, adapt our practice to these tools, adapt these 
tools to these new practice that we build 

  "Innovate how we work collectively" rethink 
the way we work together 



1968 

   NLS (OnLineSystem) allow to bootsrap the co-
evolution process 
  Hypertext for representing knowledge 
  Graphical Collaborative environment  for 

knowledge editing and visualization editor 

  Turing Award 1997 : "For an inspiring vision 
of the future of interactive computing and the 
invention of key technologies to help realize 
this vision. » 



CO-EVOLUTION WEB 1.0 

 Hypertext for representing information 
  Global decentralized hypertext 
  Use http protocol (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 

(invented by par Tim Berners-Lee) 
  http is a request/response standard as is typical in 

client-server computing 

  Information in the Web are accessible and can be 
referenced (URI) 
  Resources to be accessed by HTTP are identified 

using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)—or, more 
specifically, Uniform Resource (URLs) 



WEB 1.0 

 Connecting information and getting on the net. 
 But collaboration are not supported 

  Collection of static pages of HTML that describe 
something in the world.  



CO-EVOLUTION : WEB 2.0 

 Called also Social Web 
   Computers support human collaboration 
 From Read to Read/write 



WEB 2.0 

“Web 2.0 Is Much More About A Change In 
People and Society Than Technology” -Dion 
Hinchcliffe,tech blogger 



WEB 2.0 

 Wikis 
  Hypertext for online 

editing of informal 
knowledge 

  Everyone can 
participate 





COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT 

 Shared data management 
  Data model: page 
   Concurrent access,  consistency : Copy-Modify-Merge  

 Coordination 
  Collaborative writing process 

 Communication 
 Talk page 

 Awareness 
  Who do wants ? Why ? When? 

 Security and indexation 





PROBLEMS OF WEB 2.0 

 A lot of produced 
knowledge and a lot of 
noise also 

 Maintaining and 
synthesis knowledge 
rely on communities 

 Machine can help us  ?  

diagram source: http://web2.wsj2.com/ 



CO-EVOLUTION : WEB 3.0 

 Called also : Semantic WEB 
 Tim Berners-Lee, 2001 
  “The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an 

extension of the current one, in which 
information is given well-defined meaning, 
better enabling computers and people to work in 
cooperation.” 

 An extension of Web 1.0 

                                                  Scientific American, May 2001 



WEB 3.0 

 Makes the Web understandable by humans and 
computer: 

 Formal knowledge representation and reasoning 



WEB SEMANTIC CAKE 

http://obitko.com/tutorials/ontologies-semantic-web/semantic-web-architecture.html 



What semantic technologies will power Web 3.0? 
Digital tools that represent and reason about meanings, theories, and 
know-how separately from documents, data, and program code. 



WEB 3.0 

 Formal description of human knowledge domain 
by domain. A group of experts collaborate 
together to elaborate ontologies 

 Web sites publish semantic information or the 
sites are visited by bots to instantiate ontologies 

 Ontologies can be connected together, for formal 
reasoning and they can be  queried by human 
and machines 

 Engelbart : "Develop knowledge Collection: " 
codifying and structuring the knowledge. 











PROBLEMS OF WEB 3.0 

 Developing ontologies is a long and a difficult 
process 
  “Ontology is overrated.”  -- Clay Shirky

http://shirky.com/writings/ontology_overrated.html) 

  (version of ontolgoies).  Only small part of the 
Web will /is available  in Semantic Web.  Is 
semantic web scalable ? 

   • 2 formats  for knowledge one for human, one 
machine, how to maintain these knowledge ? 

 Problem of contradiction in large ontologies 
 Towards more social semantic web 



WEB 2.0 + WEB 3.0 = WEB 4.0 

 Social Semantic Web 
 Human and machine collaborate for emerging 

knowledge usable by humans and machines 

 Web 4.0 will come later. It is about connecting 
intelligences in a ubiquitous Web where both 
people and things reason and communicate 
together.    "Source :Project10X’s" 



WEB 4.0 

 Semantic wikis allow community to produce 
formalized knowledge  and nature language 
"knowledge" 
  Mix of structured, machine-readable data and 

unstructured data from human input 

 Writing and using formal knowledge take place 
in the same system allowing instance 
gratification 

 Engelbart : "Use networked improvement 
communities:" development, integration et 
continuous and concurrent usage of knowledge 



SEMANTIC WIKIS 

 Semantic query: 
  [[locatedIn::Europe]][[hasCapital::Paris]] 

 Return the page: "France" 
 Semantic wikis are used as knowledge base for 

humans and machines 



Semantic Wave 



WHAT WILL THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE? 

Social 

Social Web 
Social Semantic Web 

Source key note 
Tom Gruber 



FROM WIKIS TO SEMANTIC WIKIS 


